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(Violin Play-Along). The Violin Play-Along series will help you play your favorite songs quickly and
easily. Just follow the music, listen to the demonstration tracks to hear how the violin should sound,
and then play along using the separate backing tracks. The purchase price includes online access
to audio for download or streaming. Songs in this volume include: All of Me * Don't You Worry Child
* Fix You * Good Feeling * My Immortal * Pokemon Theme * Radioactive * Star Wars Medley.
Online audio is accessed at halleonard.com/mylibrary
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Bought this for my son, who has been playing violin for 10 years. Big Lindsey Stirling fan. He's
working through it and will play it for recital. It is a very challenging piece, although he's got it down
now. It is very very very similar to her live performance, which is good, as it helps you work through
some of the trickier rhythms and get the musicality of the piece. That's not always easy - this is one
of those scores that sketches out what is very beautiful in performance, but comes from your heart,
rather than just replicating what is on the page.I didn't give it a 5 because I can't get a piano score to
go with it - and you really want a harmony/background score to perform it at a recital. I found
someone else's version that came with piano accompaniment, and we're stitching it together. It
does come with a play-along, but that isn't the same thing. This would make a great solo/support
violin duet or a great solo/piano or bass piece. I wish they sold the accompaniment.

Everything is fine,but there is a little detail that I simply HATE :the fact that the accompaniment is
downloadable online !Can't these books come with a CD in a plastic or paper sleeve like they used
to ,not too long ago?Is it REALLY such a great expense for a giant editor like Hal Leonard to supply
the play along books with an accompaniment CD ?At least we,the people who buy them should be
presented with the choice of a CD or downloadable online,of course ,with the according price !

These arrangements are pretty advanced, a bit too advanced for my little guy, but he loves Lindsey
(and especially where Lindsey intersects with Star Wars), so he's been plugging away at it since
Christmas. Good stuff.

Amazing book. Not for novice players, but an intermediate one will have a lot of fun with this. I have
the Kindle version and the audio playback works very well. I wish there was a better way to pause
the "play a long" music so that I could back up a few bars and replay a tricky part.

I love Lindsey and her music and My Immortal is really fun to play. However, 2 of the songs that I've
had the chance to play so far don't sound like I expected them to. Don't You Worry Child and the
Pokemon Theme and I was really excited about those to. My playing may be a little off which might
account for that seeing as I haven't had this book very long nor have I had the chance to play them
all. Overall it's a great challenging book.

This is not Lindsey's fault but the kindle book with audio doesn't have any links and doesn't have
any audio. Hopefully will fix this. Otherwise everything looks really good.

My son loves this. He enjoys her style and he has a lot of fun practicing along with the music.
Recommend it for all aspiring violinists.

bought for my daughter who loves Lindsey Stirling. only issue being, these aren't necessarily
Lindsey's hits (Crystallize, Shatter Me, etc.). These are popular songs arranged by Lindsey. Guess
that is my fault for not paying closer attention.
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